
 

Dune Hardcore Vibes Acapella

was is dune? the album comes in two parts. the first part is the classic line-up with oliver on vocals, bernd witte on guitar, and the drum machine oliver programmed in the 90ties. the other band members are the same as in the 90ties. this is the wave that oliver created to announce his comeback on the big stage. the second part is the new wave dune with a new
concept and a new sound. the lyrics are about his personal life and his current position in life. this is a different direction than the old wave. oliver alias dune+ is back! in 2017 oliver alias dune+ made his comeback and released the 4 tracks followup. after 13 years oliver alias dune+ released his first album. the songs were written over the last year with the line-up
of oliver on vocals, bernd witte on guitar, and the drum machine oliver programmed in the 90ties. the other band members are the same as in the 90ties. this is the wave that oliver created to announce his comeback on the big stage. is this the end of the dune line-up? no! in 2018 oliver alias dune+ had a lot of gigs. the 90ties wave had a new height and it will be
excited if the wave helps dune for a new success story in 2019. was is dune? the classic line-up and the new wave dune are both released together. the songs are about his personal life and his current position in life. this is a different direction than the old wave. before touché amoré took on the quest to redefine the genre of emo, they simply used the term as a

catch-all for their own brand of music. but over time, they were able to develop the richly textured sound on their debut album, impetigo, that was influenced by emo but would feel more at home with a hardcore band like fearless vampire killers.
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2011 - lifesigns re-released to the fans, the dunefans, the koy and the mental theo who missed to buy the album "what makes a man?". the album will be released on the 1st of february. besides the new remix from dan suddain, there are a lot of new songs, which are still available for download, but must be bought on the album. the fans, who have downloaded
the songs can enjoy a new version and have more freedom to listen to the songs. also the single "sudden death" is now available. a girl wanted to do some extra work, the last lyrics were written by janine kelly fiddes, the girlfriend of oliver. the song is a ballad, a little bit softer than the first track. many of the fans will miss the original hard core vibes, but there is
no question that we have to wait for a song of this style in the future. if you want to take a look at the lyrics, download the song here: > dune hardcore vibes acapella 2012 - lifesigns 2014 after a very long wait oliver has announced on the official website of lifesigns, that the band will finally release a new album. the album will be released on the 15th of january.

the first single is the song "wasting time" in the original version, which is still available for download. oliver began 2017 with a tour to berlin. dune+ was on the stage with the same band that he had played with in the 90ties. for example:,, i've had you on my mind since the dark days. (dune 1991) in 2018 the dune+ project was officially on the books, but the best
was yet to come in september. oliver once again came to the stage with his dune band, this time in germany for the dune live festival in dortmund. oliver in koln 2016 (photo: oliver weinberg) 5ec8ef588b
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